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Press Release
Reality TV Star Brace from Gigolos wears a
SterlingZ Jewelry piece by Elizabeth Holland
Bringing out the Masculine Side of Sterling Silver Jewelry
Los Angeles, February 4, 2013: Brace, a famous reality TV celebrity from the hit Showtime series,
Gigolos, was seen wearing the 100% Sterling Silver “Kalin” Military tag necklace designed by Elizabeth Holland,
a SterlingZ line. The personalized jewelry piece is neatly paired with a classic white jacket and a black under
shirt that practically highlighted and defined the Military tag necklace.
Gigolos is a top charted TV reality series about 5 men who live in Las Vegas, Nevada. Living a fast paced, ultra
sexy life style of glitz and glamour, while finding the time to entertain there elite clientele. As you’re watching
the series, the viewer quickly see’s through their personal relationships and the sultry demands of their female
clientele. This is an extremely rare and uncensored series where co-star Brace perfectly stands out.
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(Bob Braceland: Reality TV Star from Gigolo’s)
The “Kalin” Military tag necklace seals the signature look for Brace, who as we know embodies “Masculinity”
with a hint of supremacy, and mind if we say that this combo surely will get a girl’s attention. Ahem, take note
gentlemen!
Jewelry is said to be the crown of beauty, as it adds to the fine touch of individuality. For women jewelry
brings out the feminine and elegant side in them. But for men jewelries are far more than that. For men,
jewelries add to the masculine persona as this fine piece of KALIN jewelry showed. These types of
personalized jewelry, plus many more, are available and can be purchased at SterlingZdepot.com. At
SterlingZdepot, WE know what OUR customers want and we most definitely are ready to serve them.
SterlingZdepot.com is located in the beautiful town of Pasadena, California. We offer the finest piece of
sterling silver and fashion jewelry there is. So check out our latest personalized jewelry offering specifically
designed by Elizabeth Holland – Senior Stylist and CEO of SterlingZDepot.com.
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